Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel Octantal Nearest-neighbor Structure and core points based fingerprint matching scheme. A novel fingerprint feature named the octantal nearest-neighbor structure (ONNS) is defined. Based on the ONNS, the minutiae pairing algorithm is conducted to find the corresponding minutiae pairs, and a novel algorithm is developed to evaluate the translational and rotational parameters between the input and the template fingerprints. Core point based orientation pairing is performed thereafter. Matching score is calculated. Experimental results on the FVC2004 fingerprint databases show the good performance of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
Most of the fingerprint matching approaches introduced in the last four decades are minutia-based [1] . However, minutiae matching faces a series of challenges such as the location and orientation errors of detected minutiae, as well as the presence of spurious minutiae and the absence of genuine minutiae. One of the most difficult problems to overcome is the nonlinear distortion introduced when the threedimensional surface of the finger is mapped onto a two-dimensional surface by the fingerprint acquisition technique.
Many researchers have tried to address the problem of nonlinear distortion to make the minutiae matching method more robust [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In [2] , a minutiae matching method based on both the local and global structures is proposed. The local structure of a central minutia is used to find the correspondence of two minutiae sets. The best matching pair is then selected and used for registering the input and the template fingerprints. The global structure is used to enforce the result of local matching and a final score is computed to determine the uniqueness of a fingerprint. Similarly in [5] , the defined local topological structure (LTS) includes the minutiae circled around the central minutia within r radius.
Different from the above two methods, a fingerprint feature named the adjacent feature vector (AFV) is proposed for fingerprint matching in [3] . For a central minutia, its four adjacent points with the same distance 'ADis' to the central minutia are selected to compute four adjacent relative orientations and six ridge counts, which are rotation and translation invariant. It is worth to notice that ADis is also a constant. If ADis is small, the orientation field in a small region becomes less discriminable. Even two different small regions may have the similar AFV. If ADis is large, the nonlinear distortion can severely impact the distance between two AFVs. In such case, the same central minutia in different impressions may not be considered as a genuine minutia pair.
In this paper, we propose a novel fingerprint matching scheme, which is based on the octantal nearest-neighbor structure (ONNS) and core points. For each central minutia, the nearest neighboring minutia (NNM) in each octant is extracted to construct the local feature structure. Based on the ONNS, the minutiae pairing algorithm is conducted to find the corresponding minutiae pairs. To reduce alignment error, a novel algorithm is developed to evaluate the translational and rotational parameters between the input and template fingerprints. The core points are used to register the orientation fields of input and template fingerprint images. The final matching score measures both the similarity level of two sets of minutiae and two orientation fields. It helps to decrease both the false acceptance rate (FAR) and the false reject rate (FRR). This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed ONNS in detail. Section 3 presents the novel fingerprint matching algorithm. The experimental results are reported in Section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper. 
Octantal Nearest-Neighbor Structure
where
The definition of the novel feature structure named the ONNS is given as follows: The number of ridges between two minutiae and the quality of each minutia should be calculated in the minutiae detection phase. In this work, the joint quality between i q and j q is calculated by ( , )
Fingerprint Matching
Using the proposed ONNS, we develop a new fingerprint matching algorithm making use of both fingerprint minutiae and core points.
Corresponding Minutiae Pairs Identification
To identify whether two minutiae are corresponding minutia pair, we need to calculate the similarity level between their ONNSs first: Suppose Step 1: Compute the similarity level ( , )
If the k th NNM I ik P and T jk P both exist and the following conditions are satisfied:
then the similarity level ( , )
If I ik P or T jk P does not exist, or the conditions Equation (5)- (8) 
and DH T are four pre-established parameters.
Step 2: Calculate the similarity level ( , )
,
The similarity level ( , ) 
corresponding minutiae pairs.
Translational and Rotational Parameters Estimation
After the corresponding minutiae pairs are identified, the global translational and rotational parameters between the input and the template fingerprints can be evaluated as follows:
1) Calculate the mass center of the corresponding minutiae: 
The direction of each minutia of the input fingerprint is also aligned: 
ONNS Based Pairing
For the transformed minutiae set 
, denote the corresponding minutiae pairs.
Core Point Based Orientation Pairing
A core is defined as a point in the orientation field where the orientation in a small local neighborhood around the point presents semi-circular tendency. It is a salient feature in a fingerprint image. In this work, the Poincaré index introduced by [13] is used to extract core points. Fig. 6 shows example of an extracted core point.
Notice that there may be one or two core point(s) in one fingerprint image, we discuss the one core point cases first. 
By translating and rotating the input fingerprint image according to parameter B is calculated as follows:
where B T is a threshold, and ( ) O • denotes the orientation of a block. If there are two core points in the input image or template image, or two core points in both fingerprint images, each core point in one image would pair with all the core point(s) in the other image to get a set of transform parameters. Repeat the pairing procedure described above. The core point pair with the maximal summatory similarity level is considered as the corresponding core point pair.
Matching Score Computation
CrossMatch "V300" optical sensor, and each fingerprint is with 640×480 pixels and 500 dpi. The fingerprints of DB3A are acquired through thermal sweeping sensor "FingerChip FCD4B14CB" by Atmel, and each fingerprint is with 300×480 pixels and 512 dpi. Both databases contain 800 fingerprints captured from 100 different fingers, eight impressions for each finger. In Table 1 and Table 2 , We compare the results of the proposed scheme on DB1A with that of the algorithm called "P026", and compare the results of the proposed scheme on DB3A with that of the algorithm called "P004", which have been participated in FVC2004, and ranked the ninth and the sixth places respectively. According to the ranking rule in terms of EER in FVC2004, the proposed scheme is better than the two algorithms, which means a good performance both for the DB1a and DB3a. In FVC2004, the maximum time cost for each enrollment and each matching is 10 seconds and 5 seconds, respectively [12] . Table 1 and Table 2 show that the time cost of the proposed scheme satisfies the conditions of the open category on FVC2004. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves obtained by the proposed scheme on FVC2004 DB1A and DB3A are illustrated in Fig.7 .
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an ONNS and core point based fingerprint matching scheme. A novel feature structure ONNS is defined, which is translation and rotation invariant. Based on ONNS and core points, fingerprint matching is performed. Because both minutiae information and core points information are used in this work, it is more robust than minutiae-based methods. The usefulness of our proposed approach is confirmed in the experiments conducted, which show good performance. However, there are still some difficulties to be overcome in the future, such as how to locate minutiae and core points in poor quality fingerprints more reliably, and how to solve the problems introduced by nonlinear distortion. Those would be our future directions.
